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ABSTRACT
The high-order relations between the content in social media sharing
platforms are frequently modeled by a hypergraph. Either hyper-
graph Laplacian matrix or the adjacency matrix is a big matrix.
Randomized algorithms are used for low-rank factorizations in or-
der to approximately decompose and eventually invert such big
matrices fast. Here, block randomized Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD) via subspace iteration is integrated within adaptive
hypergraph weight estimation for image tagging, as a first approach.
Specifically, creating low-rank submatrices along the main diagonal
by tessellation permits fast matrix inversions via randomized SVD.
Moreover, a second approach is proposed for solving the linear
system in the optimization problem of hypergraph learning by em-
ploying the conjugate gradient method. Both proposed approaches
achieve high accuracy in image tagging measured by F1 score
and succeed to reduce the computational requirements of adaptive
hypergraph weight estimation.

Index Terms— Adaptive hypergraph learning, Randomized al-
gorithms, Block randomized singular value decomposition, Conju-
gate gradient method.

1. INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms store huge amount of multimedia content
daily and encourage users to provide descriptions and tags about it.
This perpetual, dynamic procedure peaks with users sharing the con-
tent among the community. As a consequence, ever increasing data
are stored every second in companies’ servers. Handling these data
becomes a very important task. The era of big data has motivated re-
search towards integrating and developing new methods to cope with
large volumes. Large-scale matrix analysis requires huge amounts of
resources (i.e., time, memory).

Randomized algorithms for such large-scale matrices are widely
used in order to derive approximate low-rank matrix factorizations.
They exploit the structure of matrices to provide partial decomposi-
tions. For example, in hypergraph learning, one has to cope with a
large hypergraph Laplacian or adjacency matrix, posing difficulties
in direct matrix inversions or Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
computation. In addition, large-scale problems may involve inaccu-
rate or missing values, which cannot be effectively dealt by classical
methods [1]. The main, underlying idea of randomized techniques
for low-rank matrix approximations is to seek for a subspace that
captures most of the action of the raw matrix [2]. Afterwards, com-
mon deterministic approaches can be applied. It is shown through
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extensive experiments and detailed error analysis that randomized
algorithms for low-rank approximations are often more robust, ac-
curate, and faster than the classical methods, such as the direct SVD
[2].

Recently, a low-rank approximation of large-scale matrices was
proposed using a sparse orthogonal transformation matrix for reduc-
ing data dimension [3]. In [4], an efficient randomized scheme for
approximate matrix decomposition with SVD was presented. An
efficient probabilistic scheme with finite probability of failure was
introduced [5]. A fast deterministic method to solve the high di-
mensional low-rank approximation was proposed [6]. There, a ran-
domized algorithm was adopted and more information was exploited
thanks to a sparse subspace embedding. Recently, a low-rank ap-
proximation of sparse matrices based on Lower-Upper (LU) fac-
torization was presented [7]. Column and row permutations were
adopted, searching for an optimal trade-off between speed and accu-
racy. In [8], a fast and accurate method of a closed-form proximal
operator for solving nuclear norm minimization and its weighted al-
ternative was proposed. This method reduced significantly the com-
putational cost due to avoiding a direct computation of SVD. An ap-
proximate basis, capturing the range of the input matrix, was formed
by its compressed edition.

Hypergraphs are widely used in order to model high-order rela-
tions between heterogeneous vertices in an abundance of scientific
fields. Solid theoretical basis is offered by hypergraphs in a vari-
ety of applications in multimedia search, data mining, mathematics
etc. [1]. The mainspring in social media applications is to grasp
efficiently users’ interaction. Image tagging is a typical example of
users’ interaction. The context information (e.g., user friendships
and geo-tags) included in image tagging can be expressed in terms
of high-order relations. Therefore, hypergraphs are suitable for mod-
eling this kind of relations, where heterogeneous vertices (i.e., users,
user social groups, tags, geo-tags, and images) are linked with hyper-
edges [9, 10]. The influence of each hyperedge is of crucial impor-
tance and can be assessed by properly estimating its weight [11, 12].
The adaptive gradient descent hypergraph learning scheme presented
in [13], is extended by implementing block randomized SVD in op-
timization step to reduce time requirements. In this first appoach,
even though randomized methods are suitable for low-rank matri-
ces, matrix tesselation enables the application of randomized SVD
to full-rank matrices met in the optimization problems addressed.
Creating rank deficient blocks in the main diagonal, allows low-
rank submatrices to be inverted, reducing execution time through
block randomized SVD [14]. Moreover, a second application for
image tagging is proposed that benefits from the conjugate gradi-
ent method employed in the solution of the associated optimization
problem. Using these two approaches, we can exploit the benefits of
the adaptive hypergraph learning scheme even when a large number
of images are used as input. These two approaches are the novel



contributions of this work, enabling the application of adaptive hy-
pergraph learning to even larger hypergraphs than that considered
here. It is demonstrated that both approaches achieve accurate im-
age tagging measured by the F1 measure as in [15] and succeed to
reduce drastically the computational time requirements.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, the gen-
eral hypergraph model is introduced and the adaptive hyperedge
weight updating model is presented. In Section 3, the proposed ap-
proaches for adaptive hypergraph learning optimization are detailed.
The dataset is briefly described in Section 4 and the experiments
conducted are demonstrated. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5 .

2. ADAPTIVE HYPEREDGE WEIGHT UPDATING MODEL

Let | · | denote set cardinality, || · || be the l2-norm of a vector, and
I denote the identity matrix of compatible dimensions. A hyper-
graph G(V,E,w) captures high-order relationships in social me-
dia, where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of hyperedges and
w() is real-valued function assigning weights in hyperedges to in-
dicate the relative importance of each high-order relationship cap-
tured by the hyperedge. The vertex set V is made by concatenat-
ing sets of objects of different type (users, social groups, geo-tags,
tags, images). Let m = |V | and n = |E|. The incidence matrix
H ∈ Rm×n has elements H(v, e) = 1 if v ∈ e and 0 otherwise.
The following degrees are defined: δ(v) =

∑
e∈E w(e)H(v, e) and

δ(e) =
∑
v∈V H(v, e), which appear in the main diagonal of the

vertex degree diagonal matrix Dv ∈ Rm×m and hyperedge degree
diagonal matrix Dv ∈ Rn×n, respectively. Let W ∈ Rn×n be the
diagonal matrix having as elements the hyperedge weights w(e),
e ∈ E in its main diagonal. To measure the degree of similarity of
any pair of vertices, one has to compute matrix A ∈ Rm×m [13]:

A = D−1/2
v HWD−1

e H>D−1/2
v . (1)

Let L = I − A ∈ Rm×m be Zhou’s normalized Laplacian of the
hypergraph [16]. To cluster the vertices of the hypergraph, one has
to minimize

T (f) = f>Lf (2)

with respect to (w.r.t.) f ∈ Rm. Highly connected vertices are meant
to have equal values in the optimal ranking vector f∗ [17]. So, there
is high possibility two images to be very similar, if they share a num-
ber of common tags above a specified threshold. Both A and L are
frequently sparse matrices. The clustering optimization problem (2)
can be treated as a ranking problem by importing the l2 regulariza-
tion norm in order to force the ranking vector f to be as much as
possible equal to a query vector specified by a user [18, 19]. Let

X = I − 1

1 + θ
A ∈ Rm×m, where θ is regularization parame-

ter. Given W, the best ranking vector minimizing (2), is given by
[18, 19]:

f∗ =
θ

1 + θ
X−1y. (3)

The next step is to update W ∈ Rn×n, using the steepest descent
method, as proposed in [13]. Let w = (w1, w2, . . . , wn)

> be the
vector formed by the diagonal elements of W. Meaningful con-
straints on w are 1>nw = 1 and w ≥ 0. Let P (w) = f>Lf +
κ||w||2, where κ is a positive regularization parameter. When f is
fixed, the optimization problem w.r.t. w is defined as

argmin
w

P (w) s.t. 1>nw = 1 and w ≥ 0. (4)

where the abbreviation s.t. stands for subject to. The Lagrangian of
(4) is given by S = P +

∑℘
j=1 cj Gj , where cj , j = 1, 2, . . . , ℘ are

the Lagrange multipliers and active constraints Gj are given by:

Gj :

{
1>n w − 1 = 0 for j = 1
wνj−1 = 0 for j > 1. (5)

The equality constraint G1 is always active. The weights of the re-
maining active constraints stay 0, where νj − 1 ∈ [1, n] is an index
of a hyperedge weight. The steepest descent rule for updating the
weights, wnew = wold − µ∇S, was studied in detail in [13]. Here,
we are interested in the derivation of fast algorithms for solving (3)
by exploiting either block randomized SVD of X or the conjugate
gradient method to solve

X f =
θ

1 + θ
y. (6)

3. BLOCK RANDOMIZED SVD AND CONJUGATE
GRADIENT METHOD FOR OPTIMIZATION

Randomized matrix approximations are performed in two stages.
The first stage comprises random sampling in order to find a lower-
dimensional subspace which captures the most of the action of X ∈
Rm×n. To do so a column orthonormal matrix S ∈ Rm×l should be
computed such that

||X− SS>X||F 6 ε (7)

where || · ||F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix. If rank(X) =
k 6 m, an oversampling parameter π is chosen, such that l = k+π.
Frequently, l is set equal to 2k. An m× l matrix Ω whose elements
stem from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit variance
is essential for the randomized subspace iteration. In this case, a
small oversampling parameter π equal to 5 or 10 yields accurate
results [2].

The second stage of the randomized SVD algorithm consists of
the approximate SVD factorization of matrix B

B = S>X (8)

i.e., B = ŨΣV>. The final solution for U is given by multiplying
the approximate Ũ with the basis S. The detailed randomized SVD
via subspace iteration algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

The results of the approximate SVD solution should satisfy

||X−UΣV>|| 6 ε. (9)

Steps 2-3 of Algorithm 1 can be replaced by forming:

Y = (XX>)πX Ω. (10)

To construct matrix S, whose columns form an orthonormal basis
for the range of Y, one may employ QR factorization. (10) is more
sensitive to round-off errors and thus, when high accuracy is re-
quired, Algorithm 1 is preferable. Its superiority is grounded on the
orthonormalization step included.

To apply randomized SVD to X, X has to be low-rank. In our

case, X defined as X = I − 1

1 + θ
A is full-rank. To exploit the

benefits of randomized SVD, we partition X, as suggested in [14],
as follows

X =

[
X11 X12

X21 X22

]
(11)



Algorithm 1 Randomized Singular Value Decomposition for low-
rank matrix approximation via subspace iteration
Inputs: An m×m matrix X, an integer π, and an integer number l
Output: Approximate factorization of X, where U and V are or-
thonormal and Σ is non-negative and diagonal, containing the eigen-
values of X.

1 Create a m × l matrix Ω whose elements are independent
identically distributed Gaussian random variables with zero
mean and unit variance.

2 Form Y0 = XΩ and compute its QR factorization Y0 =
S0R0

for i = 1, 2, . . . , π do
Form Ỹi = X>Si−1 and compute its QR factorization
Ỹi = S̃iR̃i.
Form Yi = XS̃i and compute its QR factorization
Yi = SiRi

end for
3 S = Sπ

4 B = S>X

5 Compute SVD of the matrix B = ŨΣV>

6 Set U = SŨ

where X11 and X22 are low-rank submatrices. The inverse of matrix
X is given by [14]:

[
X11 X12

X21 X22

]−1

=

[
Z−1

1 −X−1
11 X12Z

−1
2

−Z−1
2 X21X

−1
11 Z−1

2

]
(12)

where

Z1 = X11 −X12X
−1
22 X21 (13)

Z2 = X22 −X21X
−1
11 X12 (14)

To compute Z−1
1 and Z−1

2 as well as X−1
11 and X−1

22 randomized
SVD is applied.

For further reducing the time requirements of inversions, nested
tessellations of submatrices created along the main diagonal are em-
ployed until the minimum rank of the created submatrices reaches a
minimum value of 50. Regarding the second update of X after hav-
ing completed the alternating update of W, the minimum rank of
the diagonal submatrices of X is increased to 500. In this iteration,
matrix X gets even sparser due to the fact that many of its elements
are set to zero after steepest descent. Thus, block randomized SVD
enables further computational time reduction in solving (3).

Having derived the approximate SVD of X, i.e., X = UΣV>

X−1 = VΣ−1U> (15)

with Σ−1 = diag(
1

σ1
, . . . ,

1

σm
) is non-negative, diagonal and U,

V are orthonormal.
In the second approach, to solve (6) the conjugate gradient

method is employed, which has found to yield further time reduc-
tion. Iteratively, the ranking vector fi, the residual ri and the search
direction pi are updated starting from an initial f0. Then, the initial
residual vector is given by r0 = θ

1+θ
y−X f0 and the search direc-

tion is initiated as p0 = r0. For i ≥ 1, the updated vectors are given
by [20]:

Table 1. Dataset objects, notations, and counts.
Object Notation Count
Images Im 1292
Users U 440
User Groups Gr 1644
Geo-tags Geo 125
Tags Ta 2366

fi = fi−1 + αi pi−1 (16)
ri = ri−1 − αi X pi−1 (17)
pi = ri + βi pi−1 (18)

where

αi =
r>i−1 ri−1

p>i−1 X pi−1
(19)

and

βi =
r>i ri

r>i−1 ri−1
. (20)

4. DATASET DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTS

The same dataset used in [12, 13] is employed here, retaining the
same experimental setup. It contains a large amount of Greek places
of interest along with valuable information related to them. In par-
ticular, geotagged photos, both indoor and outdoor, are accompanied
with auxiliary information, such as id, title, owner, latitude, longi-
tude, tags, and views. Only images having many views captured
by users, who frequently upload many images, are retained. Im-
ages with many views are assumed to depict worth seeing landmarks
which have attracted the interest of active users, demonstrating dense
social relations (e.g., possessing many friends, participating in many
social groups). The aforementioned information was crawled from
social media sharing platforms, e.g. Flickr. Our interest is limited
to groups that have at least 5 members (i.e., image owners). The
specific cardinalities are summarized in Table 1. A 64-bit operating
system with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 − 4771 CPU at 3.5 GHz and
16 GB RAM was used in the experiments conducted.

For each picture a set of tags was created and a vocabulary
was generated, including the times each tag appeared. Hierarchical
clustering was applied afterwards. Detailed information about the
dataset, the pre-processing procedure, and hypergraph construction
can be found in [12, 13].

The query vector y is initialized by setting the entry correspond-
ing to the test image Im and its owner U to 1. The tags Ta con-
nected to this image are set equal to A(Im, Ta). The objects cor-
responding to Gr and Geo associated to the image owner U are set
equal to A(U,Gr) and A(U,Geo), respectively. The query vector
y has a length of 5867 elements. During testing, the tags contained
in the test set were not included in the training procedure. To al-
low comparisons with the previous works [15, 13], the same metric
has been adopted, i.e., the F1 measure. The F1 measure is calcu-
lated at various ranking positions and four of them are included in
the detailed comparison (i.e., F1@1, F1@2, F1@5, F1@10). Here,
our main goal is to demonstrate computational time reduction while
maintaining the same performance with the methods in [15, 13].



Fig. 1. Total time requirements for each method

ITH-HWEG stands for the adaptive weight estimation method
with steepest descent using a fixed adaptation step [13]. Let BR-
ITH-HWEG refer to the adaptive weight estimation, using steepest
descent and exploiting the block randomized SVD via subspace iter-
ation in (3). Similarly, CG-ITH-HWEG refers to solving (6) by em-
ploying the conjugate gradient method. Let ITH denote the method
proposed in [15]. We have employed in ITH either block randomized
SVD, yielding BR-ITH or the conjugate gradient method, obtaining
CG-ITH. The main difference between ITH-WHEG and ITH lies in
the fact that in ITH the weights are fixed and (1) is calculated only
once.

The basic algorithm ITH requires 4267 sec in order to find the
best ranking vector, as can be seen in Table 2. That is, ITH algo-
rithm requires about 3.3 sec/image. By employing block randomized
SVD to facilitate matrix inversion, the computational time of BR-
ITH drops to about 3126 sec. That is, BR-ITH requires about 2.41
sec/image, yielding a time reduction approximately 27% of the time
needed by ITH. The F1 measure obtained by BR-ITH is identical
to that of ITH for all ranking positions, as shown in Table 3. When
the conjugate gradient method is employed within ITH, the compu-
tational time reduces to 355 sec, yielding a gain of about 92% w.r.t.
ITH. That is, CG-ITH requires about 0.27 sec/image. The resulting
F1 measure still remains the same with that of ITH.

In the ITH-HWEG we have to optimize not only w.r.t. f keeping
w fixed, but also w keeping f fixed. The basic ITH-HWEG takes
8530 sec to derive the optimal ranking vector. That is, 1.99 times
longer than the computational time of ITH. By employing the pro-
posed block randomized SVD, the time drops to 4606 sec, which
amounts to 46% reduction in time w.r.t. ITH-HWEG. That is, BR-
ITH-HWEG induces a computational cost of about 3.56 sec/image.
The F1 measure achieved by BR-ITH-HWEG at certain ranking po-
sitions is slightly better than that of the basic algorithm ITH-HWEG
(see F1@5, F1@10 in Table 3). By employing the conjugate gradi-
ent within ITH-HWEG, the computational time drops to 727 sec,
i.e., to approximately 8% of the computational time required by
ITH-HWEG (i.e. reduction 92%). The computational reduction
does not at all affect the F1 measure at the four ranking positions
listed in Table 3. Thus, the conjugate gradient method can be ex-
ploited in large datasets and real-time applications for a single query
image (0.56 sec/image), which might include millions of images for

Table 2. Time requirements for the optimization problems (3) and
(6) in sec

Methods ITH [15] ITH-HWEG [13]
Original 4267 8530

Block randomized 3126 4606
Conjugate Gradient 355 727

optimizing f given w. Figure 1 depicts the overall computational
time needed by all algorithms for various number of images. ITH,
BR-ITH, and CG-ITH optimize f given a fixed w. ITH-HWEG,
BR-ITH-HWEG, and CG-ITH-HWEG run an alternating minimiza-
tion problem of f given w and w given f . It is seen that the second
optimization step of optimizing w given f when it is included in
the loop improves F1 measure, but at the expense of larger computa-
tional time than that of ITH. In the latter case, the computational time
increases almost linearly with the number of images, which could be
prohibitive.

Table 3. F1 measure at various ranking positions for various ap-
proaches

Methods F1@1 F1@2 F1@5 F1@10
ITH [15] 0.312 0.457 0.530 0.445
BR-ITH 0.312 0.456 0.531 0.444
CG-ITH 0.312 0.456 0.530 0.445

ITH-HWEG [13] 0.425 0.682 0.753 0.558
BR-ITH-HWEG 0.425 0.674 0.756 0.562
CG-ITH-HWEG 0.427 0.680 0.752 0.557

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Two different approaches for optimizing the ranking vector in hy-
pergraph learning have been proposed. These methods are block
randomized SVD for matrix inversion and conjugate gradient for
solving a set of linear equations both related to optimizing f given
fixed hyperedge weights w. It was shown that both approaches yield
computational time savings without affecting the F1 measure at var-
ious ranking positions. The most prominent shortcomings have been
obtained by employing the conjugate gradient method in ITH and
ITH-HWEG. The disclosed results are promising and motivate fur-
ther research towards accommodating bigger image datasets than
that considered.
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